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ABSTRACT

Distortions introduced into spectral energy densities of sinusoid

signals as well as those of more complex signals through different forms of

errors in signal sampling are developed and shown analytically. The approach

we have adopted in doing this involves, firstly, developing for each type of

signal and for the corresponding form of sampling errors an analytical

expression that gives the faulty digitization process involved in terms of

the features of the particular signal. Secondly, we take advantage of a

method described elsewhere [Njsu 1982] to relate, as much as possible, the

true spectral energy density of the signal and the corresponding spectral

energy density of the faulty digitization process. Thirdly, we then develop

expressions which reveal the distortions that are formed in the directly

computed spectral energy density of the digitized signal. It is evident

from the formulations developed herein that the types of sampling errors

taken into consideration may create false peaks and other distortions that

are of non-negligible concern in computed power spectra.
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In any analogue-to-digital (i.e. A/D) conversion system, input

(analogue) signals are passed through the following three main processes:

sampling, quantization and encoding. As a rule, all A/D converters incorporate

certain errors called "quantisation errors" which are introduced during the

quantization process [e.g. Grebene 1972]. It has been noted [e.g. Garrett

1978) that on being processed through an A/D converter, a signal has its

frequency domain form vith structures whose details vary uith the sampling

process involved.

The current popularity and, in fact, inevitability of digitization

or sampling in several scientific research projects calls for more detailed

analysis of the effects upon data analysis which may be precipitated by

irregularities in sampling processes. We have employed a new analytical

approach in unearthing details of distortions that can be introduced into

power spectra as a result of these Irregularities. The results of this

analysis are quite useful for at least three reasons. Firstly, since a

number of scientific instruments (e.g. tilting photometers, A/D converters)

incorporate sampling processes within themselves, it would be helpful to a

user of such an instrument for research if he/she were able to pinpoint errors

intruded into spectral power densities of processed signals by irregularities

in the sampling process used or alternatively, if the user were able to

ascertain the regularity of the sampling mechanism/process in the instrument

just by passing through some known signal and thereafter examining its

spectral power density. In fact, the latter could be the basis of a simple

method by which the accuracy and stability of instrumental sampling process

may be checked out. Secondly, certain data processing systems do handle

input signals digitally in the sense that they are triggered "on" and "off"

systematically by a series of pulses. Sometimes such trigger pulses become

distorted by noise with the result that the system in question handles input

signals with an Irregular "sampling process" because the triggering edges of

some trigger pulses are shifted from the correct locations by the noise. It

is no doubt that keen engineers and experimental scientists would like to

know how such noisy trigger pulses may finally affect the spectral power

densities of signals processed through such systems. In the absence of this

knowledge, certain structures in spectral power densities may be incorrectly

assigned physical interpretations. Thirdly, it is still the practice in

several places that analogue signals are manually (or semi-manually) digitized

prior to spectral analysis. Owing to personal errors or otherwise, manual

digitisation can at times become rather irregular, especially when small
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sampling intervals are used or when noisy or faintly recorded signals are

involved. Owing to the obvious possibility that irregularities may at times

exist in manual sampling processes, it would be helpful for a researcher to

realize the forms of errors such irregularities can introduce into spectral

power densities and hence whether and under what conditions such errors

may overshadow correct interpretation of spectral pover densities.

In this paper we formulate and discuss the forms of distortion errors

which irregularities in sampling processes may introduce into computed

spectral pover densities of signals. In doing this, we adopt a fairly general

approach so that the end results and conclusions may be applicable or relevant

to any electronic instrument or equipment that performs signal sampling as

well as to analyses of signals wherein manual digitization is utilized.

II. FORMULATION

2,1 A sinusoid signal

Let a time-dependent sinusoid signal f(t) which is to be spectrally

analysed extend from t = O up to t = t . Suppose that this signal is

sampled at sampling interval k in such a manner that each sample recording

takes s seconds. Now we assume that owing to sampling errors, the

samples betveen t = 0 and t = t. are correctly spaced but the sample just

after that recorded at t = t-L is incorrectly recorded at t = t 1 + At^

instead of at t = t + k, where it •£ \. This means that the sample

recorded at t = t. + At is not separated from the preceding one by k as

ideally required. Suppose that after this initial error, the subsequent

samples made from t = t + At up to some t = t? are all correctly spaced

while the sample made just after the one at t = t- is incorrectly located

at t = t 2 + At , where At k. The problem under consideration may be

generalised by assuming that all samples recorded from t = 0 up to t = t

are correctly separated from each other by interval It with the exception

of the samples located at t = t + At , vhere n = l,2,...,N-2. We denote

the portions of f(t) between t = 0 and t = t. + At.. , t = t + At and

t = t 2, t = t 2 + At2 and t = t ,...,t = t H_ 2 + AtN_g and t = t ^ ,

respectively, by S ^ S £ , S .. . .S^ 1 (see Fig.l). Besides, we name and

define the following additional parameters:

D = the difference between the initial and final phases of S ;
n n

X - total number of samples in one wavelength of f(t) in the absence of
sampling errors;

D |T
n'

n 2irk

T = Xk - a is the period of the sinusoid signal;

|ct|(<k) = constant;

|g|(<k) = constant;

H = number of full wavelengths in S ;
n n

g . ( t ) = 1 f o r t . + A t . - s - m k - i t f t + A t + m k + s a n d i f j ^ 0 ,
J j J 0 J

= 1 for mk * t * mk + s and if j * 0,

= 0 (or undefined) elsewhere.

On being sampled or digitized as explained above, f(t) will be transformed

into quasi-continuous samples of data that are denoted by the time-dependent

function :f\(t). The latter is related to f(t) through the equation
d

»*!•= O

It shoolci be noted that
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vhere g,(t) = 1 for t + At + pk + mT ̂ t <• t + at. + pk + mT + s and

if i i o.

= 1 for mT ̂  t 4 mT + s and if j •= 0,

= 0 (or undefined) elsewhere.

If we denote the exact Fourier transform of f(t) by F(<j) and the (computed)

Fourier transform of fj(t) by F.Cm), Eq.. (l) may be transformed into the

form

fL

N-!

+

(2)

2
where * denotes convolution operation, i - -1,
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and

v ' -1

Note that Eq.(2) gives the actual Fourier transform that would be computed.

If |Fd&n)| is computed on the understanding that the sampling was wholly

regular, then i rregular i t ies therein due to the sampling error cannot be

explained correctly (see Subset.2.3 for further de ta i l s ) . If |F(UJ)| is

made up of a peak that Is very sharp in comparison to the structures in

N-l

then the computed energy spectral density |F C w)| will not equal JF(w)j

but will be of the form

n-Z. (3)

vhere k_ = constant, ID = ID - u and w is the frequency of the signal

f(t). The contributions made by the sampling errors are evident from a.

close examination of Eq.(3) above. According to the latter equation, each

) will contribute minima at and

n
In addition, false peaks vill be formed at frequencies and »

1.2.3,...

2.2 A complex

In this section, we will apply the technique used in the preceding

section to a relatively more complex signal since the types of signals
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commonly encountered in actual practice are often more complex than just a

single sinusoid.

Consider an arbitrary signal y(t) which is composed of different

frequency components given (in the time domain) by the equation

t

[a |(<k) = a constant;

j 6 |(<k) = a constant,

M = number of full wavelengths of A .(t) ill S ;
nv v-i- n

g.(t) = as defined in Subseq.2,1;

and

Put into matrix form Sq.. (k) changes into

3tt) =

AWW
* It)

where the first term in each row represents a fundamental frequency component

whose harmonics are given by the rest of the terms in that particular rov.

Suppose that it is intended to sample y(t) at sufficiently high rates

from t = 0 up to t = (LQ-l)k + s such that

k = time distance between two adjacent samples,

s = time taken to record each sample,

and L_ = a constant.

Suppose that while digitizing y(t) as intended, sampling errors similar

to those described in Subsec.2,1 above are made and that the samples so

obtained form a quasi-continuous function y.(t). We denote by T ,Tj,...,T

the periods of A ̂ ( t ) , A£1(t),...,AL1(t), respectively. Besides, we

introduce the following parameters:

D = difference between initial and final phases of A .(t) in S
av (see Subsec.2.1); V l

ID IT
_ ' nv' v „ .

nv 2uk \ '

Then both y(t) and yd(t) are related through the equation

(5)

where J - j +1. The computed Fourier transform of y.(t), here denoted by

I d U ) , may be obtained from Eg, (5) as

M-i

n=2.

U

sex?

T = X i
V V
X = total number of samples in one wavelength of A
v absence of sampling errors;
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At,
VUJ)

Atn_,)w]

Ctn_, + A V ,

L

Sm

The effect of the sampling errors upon the final form of Y is clear

when each of the functions |B (U))| consists of peats much sharper than

the structures in E Under this condition, the computed form of

Y (v) is given "by the equation

(7)

M

(6)

where B (u) = exact Fourier transform of > A (t) so that the exact
v L L i. vq

V 7 1 = 1
Fourier transform of y(t) = } B (m); and

v = 1

where uu = m - w and a = constant for given p and v. Since

|l ( ID) | as given by the last equation would consist of a series of minima

at frequencies given as

-n\r
and

(K

(8)

for all n and v, where a = 1,2,3,...; and also since "false" peaks will

form at each frequency given by the equations

and (9)
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for all n and v, the ultimate form of Y (<j) I is likely to consist of

much more complex structures (that include false peaks as veil as minima)

compared to the spectral structures contained in the true spectral energy

density being sought, that is

IT-|

One point needs particular stressing at this juncture. Eqs.(6) to (9)

have "been developed on the basis of the recognition of the occurrence of

sampling errors. That is, despite the occurrence of these errors, the

final computed power spectra may be correctly interpreted (under the

above-cited conditions) provided that one has knowledge of what such errors

may do to power spectra. On the other hand, if one does not have such

knowledge, one will certainly assign incorrect physical interpretations to

the features in power spectra that have been totally caused by the sampling

errors! The ultimate danger that such incorrect interpretations are likely

to pose to science is establishment or assertion of phenomena that are

non-existent after all. This point is discussed more in the next section.

Owing to the importance of the issue at hand, we have treated the whole

problem of sampling errors in a very general way (e.g. by assuming very

arbitrary sampling errors) in the next Subsec.

2.3 An arbitrary signal sampled with arbitrary errors

In this Subsec. we are going to completely randomise the sampling

errors already considered in the preceding two Subsecs.and then formulate

their effects upon computed energy spectra generally as well as under

two special conditions.

Suppose that it is intended to digitize and then spectrally analyse

a signal which is denoted by f (t). Let the latter function be composed

of the Fourier terms or spectral components given by the matrix

•V**).
-n-

where ID is the frequency of the Fourier term A (w }, the first column

gives the fundamental components present and the other columns give the

respective harmonics present in the signal. In other words, each row has

one fundamental component and the corresponding harmonics. The j fundamental

frequency component of f (t) plus its corresponding harmonic terms may be

represented by g,(t) so that
J

(10)

The ideal intention upon f (t) is to digitize it at uniform intervals k

of time from t = 0 such that the total number of data points is M. Thus

if s denotes the time duration of each sample, then the digitized form of

f (t), here denoted by f,^) is a quasi-continuous function of time t,

where t varies from zero in steps up to (N-l)k + s. Let us suppose that

in recording samples off f (t), each sample is recorded at an incorrect time,

that is, the (n+l)th sample is recorded at nk + S (t) ..< t * nk + £Q(t) + s,

where & (t) is an error factor in the timing. The end result would be

that fj(t) would consists of a string of data points whose actual positions

in f (t), with respect time, are not separated at regular intervals. On

fj(^)

where i(/(r(n)) = 1 for r(n) f t f r(n) + s

= 0 (or undefined) elsewhere,

and r(n) is a variable that depends upon n.

Normally a researcher who has committed the sampling errors mentioned

above would go ahead with the data analysis but on the assumption or

conviction that any adjacent data points are separated by length k of time.

If we take this assumption into consideration, then f-,(t) and f_(t) are
Q S

no longer, according to our conviction, related by Eq.(ll), but they are

related by the equation

(12)
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where in this case we constrain 6 it) to the condition 5
n
 = ° when

t f $ , where nk,f $ -S nk + s, Hote that any one vho commits the sampling

errors under discussion unknowingly will analyse the data so obtained

according to Eq,, (12) and not according to Eq.. (ll) which gives an accurate

time representation of the data. Thus, although Eq.{l2) does not correctly

represent the sampled data series, it nevertheless correctly represents

the picture or impression which one will firmly have after committing

the sampling errors unknowingly.

If the sample errors involved are small (i.e. if the term 6n is

restricted to small values for all n ) , then Eq.{12) may lie expanded into

Taylor series. Thus

where f ' ( t ) , A t ) , f 'U)
df (t) d£f ( t) a3f (t)

dt
, respectively,

d t '

*, » in i t i a l phase (in the digitized portion of i"s(t)) of A .( Oj)

p, = ending phase (in the digitized portion of f ( t) of A (w );

T, = period of A^(u );

M = to ta l numlaer of full wavelengths of A . (oi . ) in f , ( t ) ; .

4 11
T = S k - a where \a \ < k;

and
H (t) = 0 for a l l (X M, - l)k + s * pk + nT ,

= 1 for a l l (X.M - l)k + s < pk + nT .
J J J

We denote the Fourier transforms of fg(t)» t
iM

 aad 8 1 ^ ' b y F
3 ' w ' '

F (ui) and G.(m), respectively. If we Fourier transform Eq.(l3) we ottain
d j

the following equation:

h=o

iw

, 3

n-o

(13)
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where r = Fourier transform operator and i = -I. Eq. (lit)

gives the value of F̂ fe*) that would be actually computed. In order to

realize more clearly the contributions ma.de by the sampling errors, ve shall

analyse Eq.(llt) under the following two cases:

Case one; Here we assume that fi (t) = a., where a is a constant. In
•—•—~~ n 0 0

practice, such a case results when the starting point of f (t) is unknowingly

misplaced but the subsequent digitization process is carried out correctly.

Under this condition, Eq. (l^) then changes into the form

process. If J = 1 the last equation simply takes the fonn

•1} (15)

of
The effect^the sampling errors is much felt when the energy spectrum of the

digitization process consists of peaks that approach delta functions

compared to the structures in

takes the form

|F (to) Under this condition )

06)

where b is constant for a given j and £ and the inner summation is

carried out over1 the "delta" peaks in the power spectrum of the digitization

t (17)

Note that in this case, the correct form of jF^(u)| is simply |G (u)| .

If not for the sampling errors, the latter is approached when the power

spectrum of the digitization process has only a single delta-type peak at

the origin so that w. = 0 for all j and H , and hence

i3q.(lT) changes into the expectedly more familiar form

where b is a constant which may be obtained from the transform of the

digitization process shown in Eq.(l5). The effects of the sampling errors

are evident in the last much simplified equation. The magnitude of the

computed energy spectrum (i.e. F (iu)| ) is different from that of the

ideally correct energy spectrum (i.e. |G,(w)| ). This difference may easily

mislead one into underestimating or overestimating the power or energy

contained within the spectral components of a signal.

Case two: Now suppose that £ (t) increases steadily with time, i.e.
- —• u

s. + bQt, where both and b,, are constants of rather small
•n -0 - 0 - ' • - - "0 -"" "0

magnitudes. This condition is probably applicable to a case where an

exhausted person who digitizes a long signal-record manually becomes more

exhausted as time presses on and hence loses accuracy progressively with

time. But notice that in this case the person in question must lose

accuracy progressively with time such that the increase in inaccuracy is

rather orderly. When we apply this condition to Eq. (I1*) ve obtain an

equation of the form

-15- -16-



shifted lay the digitisation process expression (given in Eq.. (19)) and modified

by the sampling errors as shown by the latter equation. With an exception

of some peaks inthe energy spectrum of the digitization process, the last

equation shows that the major frequency shifts involved are closely related

to the parameters of the signal in question.

III. CQHCLUSIOHS

We have presented a theoretical analysis of distortions that are

introduced into power spectra of signals due to sampling errors. Equations

for computed energy spectra of different forms of signals have been derived,

each based on the condition that the signal(s) involved underwent a stated

form of sampling errors. Analytical terms that represent the effects of the

sampling errors taken into consideration display their appearances clearly

in the derived equations. The analysis is initially centred upon quasi-

generaliaed forms of sampling errors. However, completely generalized forms

of sampling errors are later on used in the formulation.

Apart from its generalized approach, the analysis presented herein

is quite useful and relevant to any kind of signal (power) processing that

involves either electronic sampling (e.g. as is done in A/D convecters,

tilting photometers, etc.) or manual signal sampling.

(19)

The major contribution offered by El-(19) is that since the

Fourier transform of the digitization process is fully expressed in terms

of the signal parameters this equation may be used to obtain complete and

physically interpretable equations for ^(^11 , the computed spectral

energy density, under the following tvo conditions separately. The first

condition is that JF (w)| be wholly made up of peaks much sharper than the

structures in the Fourier transform of the digitization process shown in

Lq. (19). . Under this condition, the computed |FdU)l would

inherit the outline of the energy spectrum of the digitization process but

would incorporate frequency shifts and modifications in magnitude due to

the sampling errors as shown by Eq. (19). The second condition is the reverse

of the first one given above. Under this condition, the computed Cu;)I
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